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Message from Little Warriors
founder and chair Glori Meldrum
In the fall of 2019, we rebranded and

Having to slow down and regroup allowed me the time to reflect

launched a new look and logo.

and finally finish and publish my first book, Warrior. It had sat on

We were so excited for our fresh new

my desk for five years and I just never had the time to commit to

look to help us tell the story of our

finishing it. Another silver lining of the past year was being able

world-class programs with outstanding

to switch gears to something that I had wanted to do for a long

results and measurable outcomes. We

time. I knew I wanted it to come from a place of love and grace.

started 2020 going full steam ahead,

I was so proud to launch my book in the fall of 2020 with all

but due to COVID-19 we had to shut

proceeds going to Little Warriors and the Be Brave Ranch.

down the Be Brave Ranch and all of our

I am so grateful to all of you for your continued support over the

programs in March.
2020 was challenging for many

years to help Little Warriors and the Be Brave Ranch offer worldclass programs to help prevent and treat child sexual abuse.

businesses and charities, but we are
proud of the work we were able to
accomplish with the continued support of
our valued donors. Our small but mighty
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team pivoted and adapted quickly to be

Glori Meldrum, B. Comm

innovative and continue to raise the bar.

Founder and Chair
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Message from Little Warriors
CEO Laurie Szymanski
In the 2019-20 fiscal year, more than 100 survivors of child
sexual abuse participated in the treatment program at the
Be Brave Ranch and received the essential support they need to
reclaim their childhoods. Our Prevent It! workshop continued to
reach thousands of adults across Canada online via our website
and also live via Zoom. From October 2019 to September 2020
alone, 3,531 adults from across Canada and beyond participated
in a Prevent It! workshop. That’s an average of 300 people a
month who were educated and empowered to help prevent and
respond to child sexual abuse.
We share these achievements with our supporters every year
to show the tangible impact of your donations, volunteer hours,
sponsorships and more. But of course, the most precious
achievement is one we can’t show you – it’s the hundreds of
success stories from the courageous kids who come to the
Be Brave Ranch and graduate after the year-long program
with a renewed sense of hope.

Message from Be Brave
Ranch Clinical Director
Dr. Wanda Polzin
Having to close the Be Brave Ranch in March of 2020 was heartbreaking,
but out of that came a silver lining. Our highly talented clinical team
finally had the time to develop something that had been on our wish list
for a long time: the Be Brave Bridge. We worked tirelessly to develop a
comprehensive, online program that connects specialized counsellors and
coaches with children, teens and parents impacted by child sexual abuse
who might not otherwise receive timely mental health support. Moving
forward beyond COVID-19, the Be Brave Bridge will be a signature program
that we will be able to offer for many years to come.
In June 2020, the Be Brave Ranch was deemed an essential service, so
we were able to reopen the doors and carry on the life-changing work for
children impacted by child sexual abuse. It was a beautiful day being able
to open the gates again at the Be Brave Ranch – a magical place where so
much healing happens.
3 littlewarriors.ca
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About
Little
Warriors
OUR VISION
Little Warriors is a national
charitable organization
focused on the awareness,
prevention and treatment
of child sexual abuse.

OUR MISSION

Goals & Objectives
Awareness

Treatment

Empower and inform adults,

Provide a safe, secure, culturally

through culturally sensitive

inclusive multi-modal, trauma

preventative education and

informed treatment centre for

resources, to help prevent,

children and youth who have been

recognize and react responsibly

sexually abused.

to child sexual abuse.


Deliver evidence based, ethical

Engage and educate adults on

leading clinical practices that

the statistics and impact of child

reduce mental health related

sexual abuse through annual

issues and enrich outcomes for

awareness campaigns, social

children and youth.

media, fundraisers, networking
and prevention workshops.

Work collaboratively with other



community organizations and

and provide information

Provide local and national

service providers to provide

about child sexual abuse.

resources and information.

continuous, high quality care

Raise awareness

Advocate to ensure the
rights, needs and interests
of children are respected
and protected.
Provide child sexual abuse

prevention strategies

to adults through education.
Provide a treatment
facility to help children cope
with the devastating effects
of child sexual abuse.

Prevention

for children and youth.

Spread the message of

Advocacy

responsibility, action and

Advocate to ensure the rights,

hope using trained, committed

interests, needs and viewpoints of

volunteers to deliver the

vulnerable children, adolescents,

in-person prevention workshop

and families who have been

to adults across Canada.

affected by child sexual abuse
are respected and protected.

Equip adults with a toolkit of
child sexual abuse prevention

Support children and adolescents

strategies, through the delivery

impacted by providing scientific

of a research-based child sexual

research and relevant data to

abuse prevention workshop.

policy-makers and decisionmakers in government.

Reduce the risk of child sexual
abuse within organizations by

Encourage more clinical

encouraging them to incorporate

research into the effects of child

mandatory child sexual abuse

sexual abuse and the benefits

prevention policies and procedures.

of therapeutic support for child
survivors, and advocate for
evidence-based policies and
procedures to protect children
from sexual abuse.
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Who We Are
In 2019/2020, our dedicated Board of
Directors consisted of the following:

Staff

Glori Meldrum, Chair

Kirsten Hayne, Director

Little Warriors is surrounded by excellent staff who

Jason Pincock, Vice Chair

Samantha Kernahan, Director

have dedicated countless hours to the organization’s

Dwayne Stang, Treasurer

Lee Funke, Director

success and growth. Thank you to all of the Little

Tim Kirby, Director

David Wilson, Director

Warriors staff who are committed to the awareness,

Guy Mersereau, Director

Ben Dutton, Director

prevention and treatment of child sexual abuse.

Marcie Kiziak, Director

Monica Bradley, Director

Your dedication is greatly appreciated.

For more
information
please visit
littlewarriors.ca
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Prevent It! Volunteer
Facilitator Profile

Volunteers
At Little Warriors, we owe a lot of our success to our dedicated

Name: Josephreen Luk
City: New Westminster, BC

volunteers. We have volunteers who help us with many special

How long have you been volunteering

events, admin support and others who come out to the

with Little Warriors?

Be Brave Ranch for workdays to help us paint, fix fences,

Six years.

clean up the grounds and more.

What do you find rewarding
about volunteering as a Prevent
It! facilitator?
By facilitating the Prevent It! workshops, adults
become more aware of the prevalence of child
sexual abuse and thus, become more vigilant
when caring for children around them. I believe
the workshop empowers adults with tools that
give children voices and a safer environment,
and encourages participants to not only
question but expect organizations to have
child abuse prevention protocols, policies
and procedures at the forefront.
One in three girls and one in six boys are
devastating statistics. It takes a lifetime for
a survivor to heal with much cost borne on
our society. Facilitating Prevent It! gives me
a sense that I am doing something about this
crisis at its roots. It sheds light into darkness.
Together we can look sexual abuse square in
the eyes and say STOP!

To find out more information on how to
become a Prevent It! workshop volunteer
Neil Campbell – Volunteer
6 littlewarriors.ca

facilitator, please visit our website at
littlewarriors.ca
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Community Giving

Merit Contractors Association

Shell Scotford Fall 2019

We were honoured to be chosen as the 2019-20

We were chosen as the charity for the Shell Scotford

charity from Merit Contractors Association. They

Fall 2019 site shutdown and we were honoured to

were not able to host their annual awards gala but

collect this donation for $39,000. They donated $500

did several other initiatives throughout the year to

for every shift that the team completed without a

raise essential funding for for Little Warriors and the

recordable injury! Thank you for being so safe on the

Be Brave Ranch.

job site and raising so much money for Little Warriors
and the Be Brave Ranch.

Westminster Junior High

Hal MacDonald

It was an honour to be chosen by Westminster Junior

A sincere thank you to Hal MacDonald, who held a

High to be their charity partner for the Hockey Helps

successful fundraiser in support of Little Warriors

Kids initiative with the Edmonton Oilers.

and raised over $70,000!
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Playground rebuild
and relocation

Our playground at the Be Brave Ranch

tapped on shoulders and assembled their

has been on quite the adventure.

crew of trade contractors and suppliers

If only those monkey bars could talk,

to donate labour, material and equipment

they would have quite the story to tell!

to complete the structure modifications,

When we took over the property at the
Be Brave Ranch in 2013, the playground
was located at the back of the property
by two houses we weren’t using. The kids
and staff would make the trek down there
to have some fun playing. Or try to, as

concrete curbing and ground cover for
the entire playground. It was a massive
undertaking! Thanks to Barrie Bridgeman
from the Little Warriors Resource
Committee for being the project manager
and coordinating everything!

a lot of bugs and ants seemed to have

The kids are SO excited! The playground

made their home in the wood and ground

now sits in the heart of the property and

cover. Sadly, we had to close down the

has easy access from the cabins and the

playground.

main lodge.

We thought with the right help, we could

We then had an urgent need to upgrade

move the playground up to a wide-open

the fall surface under the playground

grassy area closer to the cabins that

structure. We had some amazing

children actually stayed in. PCL stepped

donors step up to donate funds and

up to help us. They made quick work of

we had many people support our

getting the playground moved and set up

online 50/50 raffle in partnership with

for the children at the Ranch. However,

Edmonton Strathcona Rotary Club. We

we didn’t know that grass was not an

were finally able to raise the funds to

acceptable ground cover and the Health

complete the project.

Inspector had us close the playground

We are so happy that the playground has

down until we could replace the grass
with an acceptable ground cover.

passed the inspection and it is amazing to

We have so many companies and
individuals to thank for this project.
From the bottom or our hearts,
THANK YOU to:
Andrew Brennan,
Superintendent, PCL

IVIS

Kevin Burghardt,
Senior Project
Manager, PCL

Maverick
Inspection Ltd.

Barrie Bridgeman,
Little Warriors
Resource Committee
Guy Mersereau, Little
Warriors Resource
Committee
A & H Stell Ltd.
Alberta
Environmental
Rubber Products
Alberta Screw Piles
Ltd.
Badger Daylighting
BCM Express
Blacktop Paving Inc.
Brock White Canada
CanWest Concrete
Cutting & Coring Inc.
G.E.M.Inc./Euroshield
Roofing

Lafarge

Wayne McNeil,
Raymond
James Ltd.
National Concrete
Accessories
Nelson Lumber
Norfab MFG
(1993) Inc.
PCL Construction
Management Inc.
Rotary Club
of Edmonton
Strathcona
Royal Rubber
Stamp
Salisbury
Greenhouse
Sokil Transportation
Soldan Fence and
Metals Ltd.
TerraPro Inc.

see the children and teens (and Rugby)

GFL

United Rentals

Our friends from the PCL Edmonton

playing on it day in and day out while

Vallen

Building team once again stepped up and

they enjoy their recreation breaks.

Hagen Surveys
(1982) Ltd.
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Hilti

Weinrich
Contracting Ltd.
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Our Impact
Because you believed in us and supported Little Warriors and the
Be Brave Ranch, we were able to weather the storm of 2020 and
continue to make an impact to help prevent child sexual abuse and
treat children who have been sexually abused.

We built the Be Brave
Bridge, our fully online
platform that gives us
the ability to reach
and help more kids
and families across
Canada than ever.

We built a version of the
Prevent It! workshop for
Indigenous communities,
offering a culturally sensitive
and meaningful program for
education and awareness to
communities with a unique
opportunity for impact.

We increased our
virtual training by
offering live online
facilitator-led Prevent
It! workshops to
continue building
education and
awareness for adults
across Canada.

We were able to safely
re-open the Ranch
with new safety and
health precautions in
place, with supplies
and personal protective
equipment to help
ensure we keep our kids,
families and staff safe.

9 littlewarriors.ca

The Be Brave Ranch
playground was
relocated and rebuilt,
enhancing the healing
environment and
creating an amazing
outdoor space for
kids at the Ranch.
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Five Areas Of Cost Savings Achieved
When providing support to children who have been sexually abused

• Decreased costs for
personal counselling,
including time, 	
money, and travel

Families

• Increased work
productivity and reduced
costs associated with
loss of job hours (due 	
to caring for mental
health needs of child)

• Less time spent on
discipline (due to fewer
mental health issues
at school)

School
System

• Reduced marital discord
(potential divorce)

Health
And Crisis
Prevention

• Fewer cases of drug
use, addictions, and
overdose (drugs/
alcohol/food/
gaming, etc.)
• Decreased early and
unplanned pregnancies 	
and STDs among youth
• Fewer hospital
admissions for suicidal
ideation and self harm

• Improved odds of finding
and keeping a good, 
well-paying job

Transition
To Young
Adulthood

10 littlewarriors.ca

• F
 ewer problems securing
housing and starting a
healthy adult relationship
• Lower risk of experiencing
another sexual assault
• I ncreased personal,
familial and community
functioning/contributions
to larger society

• Fewer Educational
Assistants/assessments
required
• Improvement in
academics/learning
abilities (as seen using
MyCQ)

• Lower odds of
adolescents turning
to drug use and 	
prostitution

Criminal
Justice
System

• F
 ewer cases brought
before t he courts
• R
 educed chances of 	
incarceration

Preliminary calculations and
research indicates for every
$1 million invested in child
sexual abuse treatment $11 million is saved.
*The research was conducted by a Scientific and
Clinical Council with several leading University
specialists led by Dr. Peter Silverstone.
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The Be Brave Ranch
Treatment
Little Warriors Be Brave Ranch by Ray LaBonte and Family

their initial intensive intervention,

is located on 120 acres outside of Edmonton, Alberta. It is

children are placed in a peer group

a specialized, intensive, trauma informed, evidence-based

or “cohort,” which helps them create

treatment centre focused on helping children who have

strong bonds and encourages greater

been sexually abused, as well as their families. Our program

support. Throughout the year, children

is for girls and boys from 8-12 years old and girls between

return for three additional days to

the ages of 13 and 16. We offer a one-year combined onsite

continue their face-to-face therapy

and outpatient program designed with significant input from

and reconnect with their cohort.

many leading academic and clinical experts who specialize in

Between stays, children work with

child sexual abuse and trauma.

the clinical team on an outpatient

The Be Brave Ranch treatment program is based on
intensive episodes of treatment. We support healing using
evidence-informed clinical interventions, including TF-CBT
(Trauma Focused Cognitive Behavioural Therapy), DBT
(Dialectical Behavioural) Informed Interventions, Expressive
Therapies (Art, Psychodrama, etc.), Somatic Therapeutic
Interventions, Indigenous Elder Teachings, Animal-Assisted
Therapy, EMDR, Music Therapy, Group Therapy, Family
Therapy and Individual Therapy.
Treatment begins with a 28-day stay at the Be Brave Ranch for
children ages 8-12 and a 12-day stay for girls ages 13-16. During
11 littlewarriors.ca

basis. To remove financial barriers and
make our program accessible to more
children Little Warriors continues
to fundraise, apply for funding
opportunities and work with private
and government support programs
available. The treatment program,
accommodation, food, 24-hour
supervision and recreation activities
are offered to children, teens and
families on a sliding scale.
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We had a busy year at
the Be Brave Ranch
Be Brave Ranch
Testimonial

40,920
60

The Be Brave Ranch
provided 40,920 meals
and 40,920 snacks to
children and teens.
Kids like to eat!

“It really feels like I’m turning a
new chapter in my life. Leaving
the Be Brave Ranch is going to
be hard for me. I can act like I
don’t care all I want, but I know
that I will miss it here. The Be
Brave Ranch was like a second
home for me; coming here
helped me so much. It helped

Children (8-12) received
treatment. 38 from
Alberta and 22 from
outside Alberta

me with healing and finding who
I am. I met so many good and
nice people here, and I hate to
leave. Everyone here was so nice
and supportive. I’m so happy

6,072
Little Warriors
clinical team provided

1,643
hours supervision
and practicum
from Oct 1, 2019 –
Sept 30, 2020

Hours provided
for Children
Group Therapy

I got to come here and meet
the people I did. Everything
happened so fast and the rounds
seemed to just fly by. I met so
many new people and made
some friends. But here I am now,
I’m graduating from the Be
Brave Ranch and moving on.
Thank you Be Brave Ranch for
all the help and for all
the funny memories.”

64

Adolescents (13-16)
received treatment.
41 from Alberta and 23
from outside Alberta

3,072
Group Therapy
hours provided to
adolescents

12 littlewarriors.ca
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Research Results
We are partnered with researchers at the University of Alberta
through the Department of Psychiatry to oversee and measure
the outcomes of the Be Brave Ranch treatment program.

Ongoing evaluation and quantitative

After the initial 28-day stay, children

data analysis is conducted and

ages 8-12 show a 25% reduction in child

reviewed through a Scientific and

PTSD scores and a significant reduction

Clinical Committee, led by Dr. Peter

in symptoms of depression and anxiety.

Silverstone (Professor and Interim

After the children have completed the

Chair of the Department of Psychiatry,

full year-long program only 29% meet

University of Alberta) and involving

the criteria for PTSD, down from 73%

several other leading University

who had full-spectrum PTSD.

specialists.” This Committee also
ensures that staff and programs

We believe this will lead to profound

operate in accordance with clinical best

long-term benefits including:

practices and all applicable regulations.

• Reduced mental health related

Published results confirm the success of

issues, including depression

the Be Brave Ranch treatment program

and anxiety

for boys and girls ages 8-12 and girls
ages 13-16. The results include highly
significant reductions in post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression and

• An increase in self-esteem
• A greatly reduced risk of future
drug and alcohol use

anxiety. Additionally, the intensive and

• Increased performance in school

comprehensive treatment program

• A decrease in school dropout rates

significantly improves self-esteem,
cognitive abilities and resiliency.

13 littlewarriors.ca

•A
 decrease in interactions with
the criminal justice system
Preliminary calculations and research
conducted by our Scientific and Clinical
Committee indicate that for every dollar
invested in the Little Warriors Be Brave
Ranch, $11 is saved in social services and
healthcare costs. For every $1 million
invested, $11 million is saved.
We continue to collect data and have
several publications pending. We are
excited to share more results in the
near future.

For a complete list of our
clinical data results,
visit our website at
littlewarriors.ca.

• A decrease in suicide rates
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Thank you for
your support to
help build the
Be Brave Bridge
Be Brave Bridge Online Program
When the Be Brave Ranch was closed

Online Adolescent Interactive Program:

from March to June 2020 due to the

Teaches and supports traumatized

COVID-19 pandemic, our clinical team

teens ages 13-16 through reading,

pivoted to begin a project that had

exercises to complete, interactive

been on our wish list. They built the

reflection, video education and

Be Brave Bridge.

ongoing video and phone coaching

The Little Warriors Be Brave Bridge is

and counselling.

a comprehensive online program that

Online Children’s Interactive Program:

connects specialized counsellors and

Teaches and supports traumatized

coaches with children, teens and parents

children ages 8-12 through reading,

impacted by child sexual abuse – people

exercises to complete, interactive

who might not otherwise receive timely

reflection, video education and

mental health support. The program

ongoing video and phone coaching

offers evidence-based, specialized trauma

and counselling.

treatment, similar to what’s provided
at the Be Brave Ranch. We have taken
the insights used at the Ranch and
embedded them into the Be Brave Bridge
online program.

All of the information provided has
been carefully researched and offers
the most effective interventions
and strategies. We are proud to
make the Be Brave Bridge one of

The Be Brave Bridge online program

our signature programs for many

features three unique components:

years to come.

Online Parent/Caregiver Interactive

Critical funding for the Be Brave

Program: Through reading, videos,

Bridge includes generous support from

reflection and interactive components

Canada Post Community Foundation,

and ongoing video and phone check ins

generous individuals and donors from

with a coach, parents and caregivers

across Canada, and from the Edmonton

learn how to help support children and

Community Foundation COVID-19

teens with a trauma history.

Rapid Response Fund.

14 littlewarriors.ca

“Before this course,
I didn’t understand
my child when
they were still new
going through this
aftermath of the
trauma. This helped
me understand how
to help and go to
their level. It gave me
the insight and tools
to be a supportive
caregiver through
trauma. It gave my
confidence back
as a caregiver.”
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Prevention of
Child Sexual Abuse
The Prevent It! workshop educates participants to help
prevent child sexual abuse by using the following steps:
Study, Talk, Observe and Prepare for action.
Little Warriors has volunteers across Canada who work

scientific rigour. During the workshop, adults will learn to take

to educate adults to help prevent child sexual abuse by

action using the following steps: study, talk, observe, prepare

delivering the Prevent It! workshop. The Little Warriors

for action. Participants can take the workshop by registering

Prevent It! workshop is an interactive workshop designed to

on the Little Warriors website for the online live version via

educate adults by improving the attitudes, knowledge and

Zoom. They can also take it in-person in communities where

behaviour of workshop participants.

we have active facilitators, or they can take the 90-minute

This free workshop is unique in Canada. It was developed

online version at any time and at their own pace.

using research informed methods and evaluated with

15 littlewarriors.ca
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The published results of an extensive study conducted on

It costs approximately $30 to educate one adult. Thanks

the Prevent It! workshop suggest that at the three-month

to the generosity of our donors, Little Warriors offers this

follow up after completing the workshop, there were highly

workshop in communities across Canada at no cost to

significant improvements in several aspects of behaviour and

participants. Every adult who takes the Prevent It! workshop

knowledge, as well as attitudes regarding child sexual abuse.

is given the tools to have a direct impact on the prevention

After taking part in the Prevent It! workshop, participants
are better informed about child sexual abuse and feel more

of child sexual abuse within their community. Little Warriors
educates over 3,000 adults across Canada every year.
Register for the Prevent It! Workshop at littlewarriors.ca.

empowered to do the following:
• Talk with children about healthy sexual development
• Watch for concerning behaviours in other adults
• Watch for concerning signs in children
• Respond to disclosures of child sexual abuse
• Report abuse
• Reduce the risk of sexual abuse as responsible adults
and organizations

67

PEOPLE

35

Total 3,531 adults trained to prevent child sexual
abuse from October 1, 2019 – September 30, 2020
Alberta

Saskatchewan

Online

Ontario

British Columbia

Netherlands

Manitoba

Northwest Territories

867

Alberta
Online via website

PEOPLE

Online Live via Zoom

PEOPLE

128

PEOPLE

22

PEOPLE

British Columbia

2,190
PEOPLE

Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Ontario
Northwest Territories

133

PEOPLE

89

PEOPLE
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A Legacy of Impact
The generosity and ongoing commitment of these long-term friends of Little Warriors has made a significant difference in
the lives of the children and families who receive treatment and support for child sexual abuse at the Be Brave Ranch. We
sincerely thank all of our donors for their generous investment in the work of Little Warriors. We couldn’t do it without you!

Yachimec

Ledcor

The Yachimec Auto Group has supported Little Warriors

Ledcor has created a lasting legacy by investing in Little

since the very beginning. As one of our first major donors,

Warriors and the Be Brave Ranch for years. Corporate and

their generosity helped us launch our first ad campaign to

divisional funding combined with funds raised through their

raise awareness of Little Warriors and our dream to build

Annual Employee Giving Campaign continues to provide

the Be Brave Ranch. The Yachimec House on the Be Brave

essential funding to help Little Warriors and the children

Ranch property is named in recognition of the Yachimec

and families who rely on the Be Brave Ranch for support.

family’s generosity to Little Warriors and will leave a legacy

“Ledcor Group Recreation Room” at the Be Brave Ranch

for many years to come.

was dedicated in appreciation of Ledcor’s support when the
Ranch opened its doors in 2014.

Core Network Solutions

Vallen

When the Be Brave Ranch opened in 2014, the team from

In 2013, when the call for help to renovate the Be Brave

Core Network Solutions worked tirelessly through evenings

Ranch went out, Vallen stepped up to help with all of the

and weekends to help install the entire IT infrastructure for

PPE and cleaning supplies. Their team sent out volunteers to

the Ranch. Since then, they have generously provided us

help on each workday during the massive renovation at the

with IT support and service in support of our day-to-day

Ranch. Today, this amazing company continues to sponsor

operations. They continue to host fundraisers to help support

our events and provide much-needed supplies to the Ranch.

in any way they can.
17 littlewarriors.ca
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Little
Warriors
2019
Rebrand
We’ve come a long way from being
warriors advocating for the awareness
and prevention of child sexual abuse.
Our original logo had been part of our
identity for a long time. It was special
to us because the warrior symbolized
strength and fight. Children who have
been sexually abused have to fight.
As we grew to become a world-class
organization, we needed a world-class
brand, identity and language that
represented the place we’re in now:
a place of love, hope, inspiration and
community. Our new brand is bright and
hopeful, reflecting hope for a brighter
future, opportunities to grow and to
find healing. It embodies the positive
impact our program has on the lives of
child sexual abuse survivors by finding
strength, love, safety and support
through our treatment program.

18 littlewarriors.ca
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Treatment
programs

Little Warriors: Where We
Are and Where We’re Going
Treatment
programs
Prevention
programs

Prevention
programs

What we are
currently offering

Whether on site at the Be Brave Ranch or online at LittleWarriors.ca,
we provide programs to help prevent, treat and raise awareness of
child sexual abuse. As we continue to grow and change, we strive
to offer more programs in the future as funding is secured.

We are raising
funds to offer

What we are
currently offering

Treatment
programs

We are raising
funds to offer

Prevention
programs

What we are
currently offering
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funds to offer
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Our programs
have significant
impacts on:
•
•
•
•
•

Children
Parents
Families
Community
Society
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Financial Summary
Little Warriors relies on individual and corporate donations and private funding to fulfill its mandate
of awareness, prevention and treatment of child sexual abuse.
In an effort to raise funds and accommodate more deserving children at the Be Brave Ranch, Little
Warriors chose to maximize its fundraising efforts through several different major fundraising events
and campaigns. The decision created a significant impact on donations over the course of the year.
Many thanks to all of our incredible s upporters! Your efforts continue to make a positive, life-changing
impact in the awareness, prevention and treatment of child sexual abuse.
For further information, please visit the Government of Canada Registered Charity Return for 2019.

Our Goal
At Little Warriors, we’re so proud of what we’ve been able to achieve since our inception in 2008.
Thanks to the generosity of our valued donors, volunteers and supporters, we’ve been able to educate
over 35,000 adults in Canada on how to prevent child sexual abuse and also welcome more than 100
children each year to the Be Brave Ranch to help change their lives for the better.

Donations

Expenses

Individual and
Corporate Donations

Foundations
and Grants

Be Brave Ranch
Program

Other Income

Prevent It!

Fundraising

Prevent It!
Workshop
Admin
Expenses

Third Party
Fundraising Events

84%

60%
10%
9%
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How You Can Help
We’re very proud of everything that Little Warriors has been able to achieve since its inception in 2008.
Thanks to the giving nature of our valued donors, volunteers and supporters, we’re able to welcome more
than 100 children to the Be Brave Ranch every year and train thousands of adults across Canada to help
prevent child sexual abuse. But our work isn’t finished: with your help, we can continue to change the
trajectory of the lives of children who have been sexually abused. To continue pursuing our mission to
prevent, treat and spread awareness of child sexual abuse, we need to raise over $4 million every fiscal year.

What can you do
to help?
• Make a donation
• Support a Little Warriors
signature fundraising event
• Plan a third-party fundraiser
• Donate items and supplies to
the Be Brave Ranch
• Leave a lasting legacy by
making a planned gift

Edmonton Widows Sons Cornerstone Chapter
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Many thanks to all of our supporters!
Without you, none of this would
be possible.
We are very grateful for all the generous support
received for the fiscal year from October 1st,
2019 – September 30, 2020: Little Warriors truly
values each contribution to help our children.
We have made every effort to ensure the list of
donors on our website is complete and accurate.
If you have an error or omission to report, please
contact our office at 780-922-9010.

Grant Funding
•C
 anada Post Community
Foundation
•E
 dmonton Community
Foundation
•E
 dmonton Realtors’
Charitable Foundation
• Gibson Energy ULC

For our complete list of donors, please visit:

• Government of Alberta
Mental Health and Addiction

littlewarriors.ca/supporters/supporters-2019-20/

• Government of Canada
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• Horizon North
• Inter Pipeline
• Minerva Foundation
•S
 aint John’s Legacy
Foundation
• SMS Equipment
•T
 elus Friendly Future
Foundation
•U
 nion 52 Benevolent
Society
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Thank you
to our
donors
From the bottom of our hearts, thank
you for joining our work to change
the lives of children and families
affected by sexual abuse. Your
kindness has such an impact on the
lives of so many. None of this would
have been possible without your
support. We are extremely grateful
that through this challenging year,
you chose to give your charitable
dollars to support our life-changing
work to help prevent and treat child
sexual abuse. Thank you for standing
up for kids!
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